
SODI Launches T3 3-in-1 Magnetic Wireless
Charging Station to Charge Multiple Apple
Devices Simultaneously

SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG, CHINA, July

2, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- SODI is

excited to announce the launch of the

SODI T3, its innovative 3-in-1 Magnetic

15W Wireless Charging Station,

designed to streamline the charging

needs of Apple users. This latest

offering embodies the company’s

commitment to practical and stylish

technology solutions, providing a

seamless charging experience for the

iPhone (models 12 through 15 Pro

Max), Apple Watch, and AirPods.

SODI believes in simplicity and

innovation. Over the years, the brand

has consistently delivered products

that enhance the tech-savvy lifestyle of

its customers. SODI’s wide range includes a variety of devices that not only boast state-of-the-art

technology but also promote environmental sustainability. From advanced wireless chargers to

eco-friendly accessories, each product is crafted with precision and care to meet the highest

functionality and design aesthetics standards.

The SODI T3 is not just a charger; it's a statement. Inspired by the elegance of the sunflower, it

features a design that complements any setting—from modern office desks to bedside tables.

Equipped with magnetic wireless fast charging technology compatible with Apple's MagSafe, the

T3 offers efficient charging in both portrait and landscape modes.

The inclusion of a subtle night light adds ambiance, making the T3 a versatile addition to any

room. It also features a smart temperature control that ensures the devices are charged

optimally, preserving battery health and efficiency.

To discover more about the SODI T3 3-in-1 Magnetic 15W Wireless Charging Station and to

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://sodigear.com/products/sodi-t3-magnetic-wireless-charging-station


experience the future of charging for Apple devices, visit the Amazon page here to initiate the

purchase and take the first step towards a more streamlined and stylish digital lifestyle.

About SODI

SODI is a design-driven brand dedicated to creating functional and aesthetically pleasing

accessories for Apple devices. "Taste is the core of our brand, and we thoughtfully craft each

product, embracing the aesthetics of Apple," says Jerry, whose dedication to perfection shines

through every aspect of product design. From concept to completion, SODI products reflect a

commitment to superior design and functionality.

SODI strives to incorporate eco-friendly materials whenever possible, prioritizing sustainability

alongside exceptional design. As the CEO of SODI, Rio states, "We focus on providing full-

scenario accessories to Apple users." 

SODI's current range of products includes iPhone stands, iPhone cases, iPhone screen

protectors, magnetic iPhone grips, 100W Type-C USB cables, laptop stands, keyboards, magnetic

wireless chargers, and Apple Vision Pro accessories. The BM330 phone stand, a Reddot winner in

2024, and the SMS300 laptop stand have garnered positive feedback for their sleek design and

practical utility.

As SODI continues to innovate, users can expect a growing range of products designed to

complement and enhance their Apple devices. 

For media or commercial inquiries, visit our official website at sodigear.com.
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